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A extended with the binary relation S. Since SASd (~a)does not contain any element of C, and neither doesSASd (~b) for any d, we obtain ~a �ASr ~b and thus, by thelocality of Qp, ~a 2 Qp(AS) i� ~b 2 Qp(AS).Note that all the conditions in (�Q;p) hold, and thusQp(AS) = Q(A). Hence, ~a 2 Q(A) i� ~b 2 Q(A), whichproves that Q is local, and lr(Q) � r. 2Lemma 5.3 For every relational query Q inRAaggr(N), there exists a polynomial p such that  Qpis de�nable in FO +COUNT .Proof sketch: It can be shown that, for any RAaggr(N)query there exist two polynomials p1 and p2 such that,for any input object x of size n, (a) Q(x) contains atmost p1(n) elements, and (b) every number producedin the process of evaluating Q is bounded by p2(n).From this we also derive that for each �xed numberk, there exists a coding scheme of k-tuples of elementsunder p2(n) such that both coding and decoding arede�nable in FO + COUNT and there is a polynomialp such that all codes of tuples are bounded by p(n).Now we encode RAaggr(N) objects in AS by encodingelements of base type by themselves, and each numbern by the nth element in the ordering S. Using this, wegive a (rather long and tedious) encoding of RAaggr(N)operators in FO + COUNT. Note that both types band N are coded as elements of the �rst sort, and thecounting power is used to simulate operations of Q. Bychoosing p large enough so that all numbers producedduring evaluating Q and all encodings of tuples areunder p(n), we guarantee that the simulation can bedone in FO +COUNT . It turns out that only codingof tuples of �xed length is needed. For more details,see the full version [23].Now by Fact 2.7 and Theorem 3.1,Qp is Gaifman-local,and thus Q is. This proves the theorem. 2Corollary 5.4 (see [10]) Every relational query inRAaggr(N) has the bounded degree property. Conse-quently, (deterministic) transitive closure is not de�n-able in RAaggr(N): RAaggr(N) � DLOGSPACE. 26 ConclusionWe examined the main notions of locality of �rst-orderformulae, and proved that these notions are closely re-
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Figure 2. Summary of the notions of locality
and relationship between them.lated. We showed that Hanf's locality implies Gaif-man's locality for open formulae, and Gaifman's lo-cality for sentences implies Hanf's locality. Each ofthese implies the bounded degree property, which isone of the easiest tools for proving inexpressibility re-sults. Our presentation goes beyond the �rst-ordercase, and thus allows us to infer new results for log-ics with unary quanti�ers and counting. We gave amuch simpli�ed proof that relational query languagewith aggregate functions cannot express the transitiveclosure; and we showed for the �rst time that its rela-tional fragment is Gaifman-local.The results are summarized in Figure 2. We abbreviatestrongly Gaifman-local by \sG-l". By RAaggr(Q) wemean an extension of RAaggr(N) to include rationalarithmetic (that is, type Q and additional operations� and �). It follows from [10] that relational queriesin RAaggr(Q) have the BDP.We mention two open problems. First, we would like to�nd more examples of Gaifman's locality, perhaps byextending techniques in [13, 15, 20, 26] to prove Hanf'slocality for new languages. In terms of applications todatabase languages, we believe that Theorem 5.1 holdsfor RAaggr(Q).A much more challenging question is to extend thesetechniques to the ordered setting. The order relationgives easy counterexamples to all the forms of locality,so one should try to prove locality of order-independent
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Figure 1. Expressions of RAaggr(N)cartprodn is the cartesian product of n sets. Givenfunctions f : T � s ! ftg and g : s ! N, a set Xof type fsg, and an object y of type T , ext [f ](y;X)evaluates to Sx2X f(y; x), andP[g](X) isPx2X g(x).For example,P[K1](X) is card(X).Without the type of natural numbers, this language isequivalent to the relational algebra [8], and thus ex-presses precisely the �rst-order queries. Summationand arithmetic give it the power of aggregate func-tions; for example, the aggregate TOTAL (cf. [1]) isgiven byP[id ]. Most commercial systems use a richercollection of aggregates by allowing rational arithmeticso that aggregates such as \average" can be de�ned.Here we prove the result for the language with naturalarithmetic; we briey address the problem of extendingthe results to rational arithmetic in the next section.Commercial query languages also use grouping withaggregation; for example, one may ask ask for the av-erage salary in each department. The use of group-ing is modeled by nesting of sets. At �rst glance, itseems that sets of sets must be produced to answer thisquery. That is, the restriction that ts and ss in Figure1 be record types is eliminated. However, such a nestedlanguage has the conservative extension property [24],which says that every query can be written using theheight of set nesting not exceeding that of its input andoutput types. In particular, it means that every querywhose input and output types are at relations, canbe written in RAaggr(N) (that is, without using nest-ing), even if it uses grouping. Thus, RAaggr(N) is agood candidate for modeling relational languages withaggregates.Abbreviate b � : : : � b, m times, as bm. Then a �-structure is represented as an object of type fbp1g �: : :�fbplg, where � has l relations of arities p1; : : : ; pl.We denote this type by �b. Types of this form arecalled relational. A query in RAaggr(N) is relational ifboth its input and output types are.

We assume without loss of generality that the outputof a relational query is one set of m-tuples. Then sucha query is a mapping from �-structures over D into�nite subsets of Dm. It can be easily seen that for anysuch query Q, an element d 2 D occurs in a tuple inQ(A) for some structure A with carrier A only if d 2 A.Thus, we de�ne  Q(x1; : : : ; xm) by letting A j=  Q(~a)i� ~a 2 Q(A). We then say that Q is Gaifman-local ifso is the associated formula  Q.We now prove the main result of the section:Theorem 5.1 Every relational query in RAaggr(N) isGaifman-local.Proof sketch: Consider a relational query Q : �b !fbmg. Extend � with one binary relational symbol S,and let p be a function on natural numbers. De�ne aquery Qp : �b � fb� bg ! fbmg as follows. Its inputis a pair: a �-structure A and a binary relation S. LetC be the set of elements in S, that is, the union of its�rst and second projections. Then Qp is de�ned byQp(A; S) = � Q(A) if (�Q;p) holds; otherwise,where (�Q;p) is the following condition:(�Q;p) 0@ C \A = ;; andcard(C) � p(card (A)); andS is a linear order 1ALemma 5.2 If Qp is Gaifman-local, then so is Q.Proof sketch: Let Qp be local, and let r = lr(Qp). Con-sider Q, its input (which is a structure A), and let~a �Ar ~b, where ~a and ~b are m-vectors of elements ofA. Let n = card (A) and let n0 > p(n). Let C be ann0-element subset of D such that C \ A = ;. Let Sbe an arbitrary linear ordering on C. We de�ne AS as



In fact, d can be taken to be 3n�1r + (3n�2 � 1)=2 forn > 1 and d = r for n = 1. 2Now the proof of Theorem 4.1 follows. It isenough to consider a sentence 	 which is equivalentto 9x1 : : :9xn: (x1; : : : ; xn), where  (~x) is stronglyGaifman-local. Assume that r witnesses strong local-ity of  : that is, NAr (~a) �= NBr (~b) implies A j=  (~a)i� B j=  (~b). Let d be given by Corollary 4.3. Weclaim that hlr(	) � d. Indeed, assume A �d B. LetA j= 	. Then A j=  (~a) for some ~a 2 An. By Corol-lary 4.3, A �n;r B, and thus we �nd ~b 2 Bn suchthat NBr (~b) �= NAr (~a). From strong Gaifman-localityof  we see B j=  (~b) and thus B j= 	. The converse(that is, B j= 	 implies A j= 	) is similar. Hence,hlr(	) � d, which completes the proof. 2Combining the proof above with Gaifman's theorem,we see that for an arbitrary �rst-order sentence 	, wehave the bound hlr(	) � 2 � 3qr(	) � 7qr(	)�1, which ismuch worse than 3qr(	) that is given by [15]. However,it is not the bound itself, but its existence that is usedin most applications. Also, the above proof reveals theclose connection between Gaifman's and Hanf's theo-rems.Another corollary of Theorem 4.1 is that the two partsof Gaifman's theorem are not independent:Corollary 4.4 Let L be a logic that is closed under�rst-order operations. Assume that every sentence inL is strongly Gaifman-local. Then every formula in Lis Gaifman-local. 25 An application: expressiveness of aquery language with aggregate func-tionsMost of traditional database theory deals with querylanguages that have well studied logical counterparts.For example, relational algebra has the power of �rst-order logic and Datalog with negation has the powerof least-�xpoint logic (under inationary semantics),see [1]. However, real query languages use some fea-tures that are not adequately captured by these log-ical formalisms. One of them is dealing with inter-preted functions, and it was addressed recently [6]. Theother is aggregation, which received a lot of attention inconnection with studying bag semantics of query lan-guages, cf. [9, 17, 18, 25]. Aggregation allows queries

about a column in a relation as a whole, for example,the sum of all elements in a column.First results on expressive power of aggregation ap-peared in [9], but they were based on an assumptionof strict containment of some complexity classes. The�rst de�nitive proof appeared in [25], where an at-tempt was made to show that the relational languageextended with aggregate functions has the bounded de-gree property for purely relational queries. Althoughthis question was unanswered in [25], that paper didprove that connectivity and parity tests are not de�n-able with the help of aggregation. The BDP was provedvery recently [10], though the proof is far from satis-factory. It relies on a particular syntactic presentationof the language, and starts by proving a complicatednormal form result that gets aggregation \out of theway". (Note that the idea itself seems to be essentialfor proving expressivity bounds for logics that count,see [5].) However, the intuition behind the proof of thenormal form is far from obvious, and the proof doesnot extend to show locality of relational queries withaggregates.In this section we prove, via an encoding in FO +COUNT, that every relational query in a language withaggregates is Gaifman-local. Our technique has simpleintuition behind it: all the counting happens \on theside" and does not a�ect locality. The proof dependsless on a particular presentation of the language, be-cause it only changes the encoding part.Let us present the language, called RAaggr(N), follow-ing [8, 18]. Assume the existence of two base types:type N of natural numbers, and an unspeci�ed basetype b whose domain is a countably in�nite set D. Arecord type is of the form t1 � : : :� tn, n � 1, whereeach ti is N or b; the semantics is n-tuples such thatthe ith component is of type ti. We also consider theset type ftg, where t is restricted to be a record type;its objects are �nite sets of objects of type t. Expres-sions of RAaggr(N) are de�ned in Figure 1. Here s andt are record types, and T ranges over both record andset types.The semantics is as follows (see [8, 18, 25] for detailedexposition): +; : ; �; div;mod are the standard opera-tions on natural numbers; K0 and K1 return 0 and1 respectively; = is the equality test on base types band N (true is represented by f0g and false by fg); <Nis the usual order on the naturals; the semantics foridentity, composition, tupling and projection is stan-dard; Kfg always returns the empty set; empty testsif a set is empty; � forms singleton sets; [ is set union,



Now Theorem 3.1 follows: Let  (x1; : : : ; xn) be given,and let d = hlr(	(n)). Let r = 3d + 1. We claim thatlr( ) � r. Suppose A is a �-structure, and ~a �r ~b inA. By Lemma 3.11, we have a permutation � : A! Asuch that ~ax �d ~b�(x) for every x 2 A. Thus, byLemma 3.14, we have NA[~a]d (x) �= NA[~b]d (�(x)), andnow from proposition 3.7 we get that A[~a]�d A[~b].Since d = hlr(	(n)), we have by Lemma 3.10:A j=  (~a), A[~a] j= 	(n), A[~b] j= 	(n), A j=  (~b)which �nishes the proof of locality of  (�). 2The proof above also shows that lr( ) � 3�hlr(	(n))+1.In the case of �rst-order formulae, 	(n) increases thequanti�er rank by n, and we obtain a new bound thatimproves Gaifman's (7qr( ) � 1)=2.Corollary 3.15 Let  (x1; : : : ; xn) be a �rst-order for-mula. Then lr( ) � 3qr( )+n + 1. 2Note that this improves the locality rank implied byGaifman's theorem, not the bound on the size of neigh-borhood in an explicitly constructed formula used inGaifman's proof.4 Strong Gaifman's locality impliesHanf's localityThe main result of the section is:Theorem 4.1 Let L be a logic that is closed under�rst-order operations. Assume that every sentence inL is strongly Gaifman-local. Then every sentence in Lis Hanf-local.From this and Gaifman's theorem, the theorem byFagin, Stockmeyer and Vardi follows immediately(though not the bound produced by the proof in [15]).We also believe that the proof, sketched below, is sim-pler than that in [15] and shows clearly why this resultis indeed a form of locality, as claimed in [15].Recall that A�d B is equivalent to the existence of abijection � : A ! B such that NAd (x) �= NBd (�(x)) forall x. Now we say that A and B are (n; d)-equivalent,

denoted A �n;d B, if there is a bijection � : An !Bn such that for any n-vector ~a from A, NAd (~a) �=NBd (�(~a)).Our main technical tool is the proposition below. Asimilar idea was used in [26] to show that d-equivalence,for large enough d, guarantees a win for duplicator inthe r-round bijective Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game. Propo-sition 4.2 can also simplify the proof in [26].Proposition 4.2 Let n > 0 and d > 0. ThenA�n;3d+1 B implies A�n+1;d B.Proof sketch: Suppose A �n;3d+1 B. Then there ex-ists a bijection � : An ! Bn such that NA3d+1(~a) �=NB3d+1(�(~a)). In particular, card(A)n = card(B)n andthus card(A) = card(B).We now construct a bijection � : An+1 ! Bn+1 asfollows. With each vector ~a 2 An, associate a bijectionf~a : A ! B, and de�ne �(~ax) as �(~a)f~a(x). (Recallthat ~ax is an n + 1-vector whose �rst n componentsare those of ~a and the last one is x.) To de�ne f~a,let ~b = �(~a), and �x an isomorphism h : NA3d+1(~a) !NA3d+1(~b). Since h maps SA2d+1(~a) onto SA2d+1(~b), wehave card(A� SA2d+1(~a)) = card(B � SB2d+1(~b)).Consider an arbitrary type � of a d-neighborhood of asingle point. Assume that a 2 SA2d+1(~a) realizes � in A.Since h is an isomorphism of 3d+1-neighborhoods, wesee that SAd (a) � SA3d+1(~a) and thus h(a) 2 SB2d+1(~b)realizes � . Thus, the number of elements in SA2d+1(~a)and SB2d+1(~b) that realize � is the same. Note thatA�n;3d+1 B implies A�d B. Therefore,card (fa 2 A� SA2d+1(~a) j �d(A; a) = �g)= card (fb 2 B � SB2d+1(~b) j �d(B; b) = �g)for any � . Thus, we can �nd a bijection g : A �SA2d+1(~a)! B�SB2d+1(~b) such that NAd (a) �= NBd (g(a))for any a 2 A� SA2d+1(~a). We now de�ne f~a byf~a(x) = � h(x) if x 2 SA2d+1(~a)g(x) if x 62 SA2d+1(~a)It is now easy to see that � de�ned by �(~ax) =�(~a)f~a(x) is a bijection that satis�es NAd (~a0) �=NBd (�(~a0)). Hence, A�n+1;d B. 2Immediately from here we obtain:Corollary 4.3 For any r > 0 and any n � 1 thereexists a number d such that A�d B implies A�n;r B.



f�(k; 2d) � (2F�(k; 2d+ 1) + 1), that is, it depends onk; d and � only. Since d only depends on  , we havethe BDP. 2This simple sketch contains all the main componentsof the proof of Theorem 3.1. These are: characteri-zation of d-equivalence in terms of maps preserving d-neighborhoods, going from open formulae to sentencesby adding extra unary predicates, and the fact that foreach r, �r-equivalence of n + 1-tuples can be guaran-teed by �d-equivalence of n-tuples for su�ciently larged that depends on r only.Now we sketch the proof of Theorem 3.1. Recallthat �(n) is � extended with n new unary symbolsU1; : : : ; Un. Let  (x1; : : : ; xn) be a formula with n freevariables. By 	(n) we denote a sentence in L thatis equivalent to 8x1 : : :8xn:(U1(x1) ^ : : : ^ Un(xn)) ! (x1; : : : ; xn); it exists since L is closed under �rst-order operations.Lemma 3.10 For any A and any n-vector ~a, A j= (~a) i� A[~a] j= 	(n). 2Let ~a be an n-vector. By ~ax we denote the n+1-vectorwhose �rst n components are those of ~a and the lastone is x.Lemma 3.11 Let A be a �-structure. Suppose r > 0and ~a �3r+1 ~b. Then there exists a permutation � on Asuch that, for all x 2 A, it is the case that ~ax �r ~b�(x).Proof sketch: We use the notation h�m forh�1 � : : : � h�1| {z }m times . A usual, hm is h iterated m times.Claim 3.12 Let A 2 STRUCT[�] and let ~a �d ~b. As-sume that h : Nd(~a)! Nd(~b) is an isomorphism. Thenfor every x 2 Sd(~b) � Sd(~a), there exists a numberm(x) > 0 such thata) h�m(x)(x) 2 Sd(~a)� Sd(~b);b) If m(x) > 1, then for every 0 < k < m(x),h�k(x) 2 Sd(~a) \ Sd(~b).Proof of Claim 3.12: Let x 2 Sd(~b). Let x1 =h�1(x1) 2 Sd(~a). If x1 62 Sd(~b), then m(x) = 1 andwe are done. Otherwise, x1 2 Sd(~a) \ Sd(~b). Considerx2 = h�1(x1). Again, if x2 62 Sd(~b), then m(x) = 2and we are done; otherwise, x2 2 Sd(~a) \ Sd(~b).

Continuing this process we build a sequence x1; x2; : : :with xi+1 = h�1(xi). There are two possibilities. First,for some xi 2 Sd(~a)\Sd(~b), xi+1 62 Sd(~b). Thenm(x) =i+ 1 and the claim is proved. Otherwise, we have thath�i(x) 2 Sd(~a)\Sd(~b) for all i 2 N+. Since A is �nite,�nd lexicographically least pair (i; j) with i < j suchthat h�i(x) = h�j(x) (where we assume h0(x) to bex). Since all h�k(x) 2 Sd(~a), i > 0 implies that we canapply h and get h1�i(x) = h1�j(x), which contradictsminimality of (i; j). Thus, i = 0 and x = h�j(x) andj is the minimum such. But this is impossible sincej > 0, h�j(x) 2 Sd(~a), but x 2 Sd(~b) � Sd(~a). Thisproves the claim.Reversing Claim3.12, we see that for every x 2 Sd(~a)�Sd(~b) there exists a number k(x) such that hk(x)(x) 2Sd(~b) � Sd(~a) and, for every 1 � j < k(x), hj(x) 2Sd(~b)\Sd(~a). Now, using Claim 3.12 and its converse,we proveClaim 3.13 Let A 2 STRUCT[�] and let ~a �d ~b.Assume that h : Nd(~a) ! Nd(~b) is an isomorphism,and de�ne m(x) as in Claim 3.12. Now de�ne � :Sd(~a) [ Sd(~b)! Sd(~a) [ Sd(~b) as follows:�(x) = � h(x) if x 2 Sd(~a)h�m(x)(x) if x 2 Sd(~b) � Sd(~a)Then � is a permutation on Sd(~a) [ Sd(~b). 2We are now ready to �nish the proof of the lemma.Let ~a �3r+1 ~b and let h : N3r+1(~a) ! N3r+1(~b) bean isomorphism. Let d = 2r + 1. Then h is alsoan isomorphism between Nd(~a) and Nd(~b). De�ne� : Sd(~a) [ Sd(~b) ! Sd(~a) [ Sd(~b) as in Claim 3.13,and then de�ne a permutation � on A by�(x) = � �(x) if x 2 Sd(~a) [ Sd(~b)x otherwiseIt can now be shown that ~ax �r ~b�(x) for all x. This�nishes the proof of Lemma 3.11. 2Lemma 3.14 Suppose that in A we have ~ax �r ~by.Then NA[~a]r (x) �= NA[~b]r (y)Proof: Since carrier of both A[~a] and A[~b] is A, andUis are unary, we have SA[~a]r (x) = SA[~b]r (x) = SAr (x)and similarly for y. Let h : NAr (~ax) ! NAr (~by) be anisomorphism; in particular, it maps SAr (x) onto SAr (y).Then one can show that h is an isomorphism betweenNA[~a]r (x) and NA[~b]r (y). 2



Furthermore, using locality, we can extend the aboveresults to more complex auxiliary data. Consider aclass of structures C � STRUCT[�0] for some relationalvocabulary �0. De�ne a function sC : N ! N by let-ting sC(n) be the maximal possible degree in some n-element structure A 2 C. We say that C is of moderatedegree (see [15]) if sC(n) � logo(1) n. That is, there isa function � : N! N such that limn!1 �(n) = 0 andsC(n) � log�(n) n.The following was shown in [10].Proposition 3.5 (see [10]) Let  be a local graphquery, of locality rank r. Then for any structure A,the number of distinct in-degrees in the graph  [A]is at most the number of non-isomorphic 3r + 1-neighborhoods realized in A. The same is true for out-degrees. 2Now one can use this proposition and calculate that,for structures of moderate degree, one cannot constructa graph that has n distinct in-degrees (where n is thenumber of nodes) for all n. This, and locality of FO+COUNT, moves us one step closer to separating TC0from DLOGSPACE:Corollary 3.6 Transitive closure and deterministictransitive closure are not de�nable in FO + COUNTin the presence of relations of moderate degree. 2However, the order relation adds all degrees from 0 tothe cardinality of the input. Thus, we need a break-through like Schwentick's theorem [28] to generalizeCorollary 3.4 to the ordered case.Proof of Theorem 3.1Before giving the proof of Theorem 3.1, we sketch a di-rect proof that Hanf's locality implies the graph BDP.The proof below completely avoids Lemma 3.11, whichis the main technical tool for proving Theorem 3.1,and the proof that every local formula has the BDP[10]. We start by presenting a simple criterion for d-equivalence.Proposition 3.7 A �d B i� there is a bijection � :A! B such that for any a 2 A,NAd (a) �= NBd (�(a)):Proof: Let �1; : : : ; �m be the collection of all isomor-phism types of d-neighborhoods realized in A and B.

Let Ai = fa 2 A j �d(A; a) = �ig and Bi = fb 2 B j�d(B; b) = �ig. Then fAigi=1;m and fBigi=1;m formpartitions of A and B respectively. Assume A �d B.Then card(Ai) = card(Bi) for every i = 1; : : : ;m, andthe required � is de�ned as the union of bijective mapsbetween Ai and Bi for all i. Conversely, if � satis-fying NAd (x) �= NBd (�(x)) exists, let � be an isomor-phism type and let a1; : : : ; ak be the elements of Asuch that �d(A; ai) = � . Then �d(B; �(ai)) = � , and#d[A; � ] � #d[B; � ]. A symmetric argument shows thereverse inequality. 2Proof of Corollary 3.2 for graph queries(sketch). We start with a simple observation:Lemma 3.8 For any signature �, there exist func-tions f� ; F� : N � N ! N such that for any A 2STRUCTk[�],card(f� j 9a 2 A:�d(A; a) = �g) � f�(k; d) and8a 2 A : card(SAd (a)) � F�(k; d):Given a signature �, by �(n) we denote � extended withn new unary symbols U1; : : : ; Un. Given a structure Aand an n-vector ~a, by A[~a] we denote the �(n) struc-ture that extends A by interpreting Uis as singletonscontaining the components of ~a.Lemma 3.9 Let a �2d b in A, and let d(a; b) > 2d+1.Assume that x 62 S2d+1(a; b). Then A[a; x]�d A[b; x].Proof: Let h be an isomorphism between N2d(a) andN2d(b). We de�ne � : A ! A by �(z) = z for z 62Sd(a; b), �(z) = h(z) for z 2 Sd(a) and �(z) = h�1(z)for z 2 Sd(b). Then NA[a;x]d (z) �= NA[b;x]d (�(z)) forevery z, and thus A[a; x]�d A[b; x]. 2Now the graph BDP follows: Consider a formula (x; y) and de�ne 	 as a sentence equivalent to8x8y:U1(x) ^ U2(y) !  (x; y), where U1 and U2 aretwo new unary symbols. Let d = hlr(	). Then for anya �2d b and c 62 S2d+1(a; b) we haveA j=  (a; c), A[a; c] j= 	, A[b; c] j= 	, A j=  (b; c)Thus, for any a �2d b, we have jout-deg(a) �out-deg(b) j� F�(k; 2d + 1) where A 2 STRUCTk[�].Hence, the number of outdegrees in  [A] is at most



possible in- and out-degrees that are realized in G, anddeg(G) is the cardinality of deg set(G). These notionsgeneralize to arbitrary �-structures: Given a relationRi in A, degreej(Ri; a) is the number of tuples in Riwhose jth component is a. Then deg set(A) is the setfdegreej(Ri; a) j Ri 2 A; a 2 A; j � pig, and deg(A)is its cardinality. The class of �-structures A withdeg set(A) � f0; 1; : : :; kg is denoted by STRUCTk[�].De�nition 2.8 (see [10]) A formula  (x1; : : : ; xm)has the bounded degree property (BDP), if there isa function f : N ! N such that deg( [A]) � f(k) forany A 2 STRUCTk[�]. 2The BDP was introduced and proved for �rst-orderqueries from graphs to graphs (that is, formulae (x; y)in the language �gr) in [25]. It was also shown therethat the BDP proves many inexpressibility results ef-fortlessly. For example, to prove that (deterministic)transitive closure [12, 21] is not �rst-order, consider thefollowing Cn 2 STRUCT1[�gr]:-- -... -where n is the number of nodes. Since the degree-set ofits (deterministic) transitive closure has n elements, itviolates the BDP and thus is not �rst-order de�nable.Another example in [25] is testing for balanced binarytrees (that is, all paths from the root to the leavesare of the same length; note that this involves bothrecursive computation and counting). Assume this testis de�nable, and assume G is an input graph. For everytwo nodes a; b in G, having two successors each, a1; a2and b1; b2, we de�ne a new graph Ga;b by making b1; b2the successors of a and a1; a2 the successors of b. If Gwere a balanced binary tree, then Ga;b is a balancedbinary tree i� a and b have the same distance to theroot. Thus, we see that there is a �rst-order querythat, when its input is a balanced binary tree G 2STRUCT2[�gr] of length n, returns the set of cliquesof elements at the same distance from the root, thatis, a graph with n + 1-element degree-set. This againviolates the BDP.Theorem 2.9 (Dong-Libkin-Wong [10])Every Gaifman-local formula has the bounded degreeproperty. 2Thus, from Gaifman's theorem, we obtain:Corollary 2.10 Every �rst-order formula has thebounded degree property. 2

We saw that simple forms of recursion (deterministictransitive closure) violate the BDP. So does the sim-plest form of second-order quanti�cation: monadic �11is not local. The BDP was introduced in connectionwith studying expressive power of database languageswith aggregation [18, 25], where it was asked if suchlanguages have it. The positive answer given recently[10] also implies that �rst-order logic with Rescher andH�artig quanti�ers has the BDP, but it was not known(although conjectured) if any of these is Gaifman-local.3 Hanf's locality implies Gaifman's lo-calityThe main result of this section is:Theorem 3.1 Let L be a logic that is closed under�rst-order operations. Assume that every sentence inL is Hanf-local. Then every formula in L is Gaifman-local.Before we sketch the proof of this theorem, we list somecorollaries. We immediately obtainCorollary 3.2 Let L be a logic closed under �rst-orderoperations. Assume that every sentence in L is Hanf-local. Then L has the bounded degree property. 2Corollary 3.3 FO(Qu) and FO +COUNT have thebounded degree property. 2More precisely, every FO + COUNT formula withoutfree second-sort variables has the BDP. This generalizesa number of known results. For example, the boundeddegree property of �rst-order logic with H�artig andRescher quanti�ers (proved in [10] by a lengthy andquite involved argument) follows straightforwardly. Wealso obtain a theorem by Etessami [13] that determinis-tic transitive closure is not de�nable in FO+COUNTin the presence of a successor relation. Note that this isa step towards separating TC0 fromDLOGSPACE, be-cause FO+COUNT plus order captures uniform TC0[4] and FO with deterministic transitive closure andsuccessor captures DLOGSPACE [12, 21]. Corollary3.3 allows us to make the next incremental step:Corollary 3.4 Let k 2 N and let Sk be any familyof relations whose degrees do not exceed k. Then de-terministic transitive closure is not de�nable in FO +COUNT + Sk. 2



A;B 2 STRUCT[�] and for every two m-ary vec-tors ~a, ~b of elements of A and B respectively,NAr (~a) �= NBr (~b) implies A j=  (~a) i� B j=  (~b).� A sentence 	 is strongly Gaifman-local if itis equivalent to a Boolean combination of sen-tences of the form 9~y: (~y), where  (~y) is stronglyGaifman-local formula.Now we immediately see:Proposition 2.3 Every �rst-order formula isGaifman-local, and every �rst-order sentence isstrongly Gaifman-local. Moreover, for every  (~x) ofquanti�er rank n, lr( ) � (7n � 1)=2. 2Note that not every �rst-order formula is stronglyGaifman-local. Consider  (x) � (8y::R(y; x)) ^9z8y::R(z; y). Assume that it is strongly local, �xr as in the de�nition and consider two graphs: G1 isa chain of length r + 1, and G2 is obtained from G1by adding a loop on the end-node of G1. Let ai bethe start node of Gi. Then NG1r (a1) �= NG2r (a2), butG1 j=  (a1) and G2 j= : (a2).Hanf's localityLet � be an isomorphism type of a structure in thelanguage �1 (� extended with one constant). A pointa in a structure A d-realizes � , written as �d(A; a) = � ,if Nd(a) is of isomorphism type � .By #d[A; � ] we denote the number of elements of Awhose d-neighborhoods realize � , that is, the cardinal-ity of fa 2 A j �d(A; a) = �g.We say that A;B 2 STRUCT[�] are d-equivalent, if forany isomorphism type � we have #d[A; � ] = #d[B; � ].This is denoted by A �d B. If d > d0, then A �d Bimplies A�d0 B [15].It was shown by Hanf [19] that two (�nite or in�nite)models are elementary equivalent if their spheres of �-nite radius are �nite and, for each d and each type � ,either #d[A; � ] = #d[B; � ] < !, or both #d[A; � ] and#d[B; � ] are in�nite. This was recently modi�ed for the�nite case as follows.Theorem 2.4 (Fagin-Stockmeyer-Vardi [15])Let n > 0. Then there exists an integer d > 0 suchthat whenever A �d B, then A and B agree on all�rst-order sentences of quanti�er rank up to n. 2

It follows from the proof in [15] that d can be takento be 3n�1, see also [14]. This leads to the followingde�nition.De�nition 2.5 A sentence 	 is Hanf-local if there ex-ists a number d such that any two d-equivalent struc-tures agree on 	. The minimum d for which this holdsis called the Hanf locality rank of 	, and is denoted byhlr(	).Thus, Fagin-Stockmeyer-Vardi's theorem says that ev-ery �rst order sentence 	 is Hanf-local, and hlr(	) �3qr(	)�1. As we mentioned before, this notion of lo-cality appears to be easier to prove, and several ex-tensions of Theorem 2.4 are known. One such ex-tension deals with unary quanti�ers. Let �unaryk bea signature with k unary symbols, and let K be aclass of �unaryk -structures. Then FO(QK) extends�rst-order logic formulae by adding the following for-mation rule: if  (x1; ~y1); : : : ;  (xk; ~yk) are formulae,then QKx1 : : :xk:( 1; : : : ;  k) is a formula with freevariables ~y1; : : : ; ~yk. Its semantics is de�ned as fol-lows: A j= QKx1 : : : xk:( 1(x1;~a1); : : : ;  k(xk;~ak)) i�the �unaryk structure whose ith relation is fa 2 A jA j=  i(a;~ai)g is in K. Examples of unary quanti�ersinclude the usual 9 and 8, as well as Rescher and H�artigquanti�ers. We use FO(Qu) for FO extended with allunary quanti�ers.Fact 2.6 (see [26, 27]) Every FO(Qu) sentence isHanf-local. Moreover, hlr(	) � 3qr(	). 2Etessami [13] studied �rst-order logic with countingFO +COUNT , which is de�ned as a two sorted logic,with second sort being the sort of natural numbers. Onnatural numbers one has 1;max; < and the BIT pred-icate available (BIT(i; j) i� the ith bit in the binaryrepresentation of j is one). It also has counting quan-ti�ers 9ix:'(x), meaning that ' has i satis�ers; thesequanti�ers bind x but not i. Etessami noticed thatthe technique of Nurmonen's proof (which is based onbijective Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games [20]) applies to it:Fact 2.7 (see [13]) Every FO + COUNT sentence isHanf-local. Moreover, hlr(	) � 3qr(	). 2Bounded degree propertyWe de�ne the notions of degrees in the usual way. Fora graph G, its degree set deg set(G) is the set of all



2 Notions of localityNotationsUnless explicitly stated otherwise, all structures are as-sumed to be �nite.A relational signature � is a set of relation symbolsfR1, ..., Rlg, with an associated arity function. Inwhat follows, pi(> 0) denotes the arity of Ri. We write�n for � extended with n new constant symbols. Thesignature of graphs (that is, one binary predicate R) isdenoted by �gr.A �-structure is A = hA;R1; : : : ; Rli, where A is a�nite set, and Ri � Api interprets Ri. The class of�nite �-structures is denoted by STRUCT[�]. Whenthere is no confusion, we may write Ri in place of Ri.Isomorphism of structures is denoted by �=. We shalladopt the convention that the carrier of a structure Ais always denoted by A and the carrier of B is denotedby B.To make our results applicable to a number of lan-guages, we assume that an abstract logic comesequipped with the notion of formulae  (x1; : : : ; xm)with free variables x1 : : : xm and sentences in the lan-guage containing relation symbols, functions and con-stants, and the notion of satisfaction j= between struc-tures and sentences in appropriate vocabulary. We alsoassume that these are closed under the usual Booleanconnectives _;: and �rst-order quanti�cation. Notethat these notions can be made precise (cf. [11, 22]),but we needn't go into details here, since all logics weconsider are extensions of �rst-order, and the meaningof all the notions above is clear.With each formula  (x1; : : : ; xm) in the logical lan-guage whose symbols are in �, we associate a querythat maps a �-structure A into am-ary relation  [A] =hA; f(a1; : : : ; am) 2 Amj A j=  (a1; : : : ; am)gi.Given a structure A, its Gaifman graph [12, 16, 15]G(A) is de�ned as hA;Ei where (a; b) is in E i� thereis a tuple ~t 2 Ri for some i such that both a and bare in ~t. The distance d(a; b) is de�ned as the lengthof the shortest path from a to b in G(A); we assumed(a; a) = 0. Given a 2 A, its r-sphere SAr (a) is fb 2 A jd(a; b) � rg. For a tuple ~t, de�ne SAr (~t) as Sa2~t SAr (a).Given a tuple ~t = (t1; : : : ; tn), its r-neighborhood NAr (~t)is de�ned as a �n structurehSAr (~t); R1 \ SAr (~t)p1 ; : : : ; Rk \ SAr (~t)pk ; t1; : : : ; tniThat is, the carrier of NAr (~t) is SAr (~t), the interpreta-

tion of the �-relations is obtained by restricting themfrom A to the carrier, and the n extra constants arethe elements of ~t. If the structure A is understood, weshall write Sr(~t) and Nr(~t).The quanti�er rank of a formula, qr( ), is de�ned asthe maximum depth of quanti�er nesting in  .Gaifman's localityBefore presenting Gaifman's theorem, note that for any�-structure A, there is a �rst order formula �(x; y)such that A j= �(a; b) i� (a; b) 2 G(A). Thus, for ev-ery �xed k, there are �rst order formulae d<k(x; y),dk(x; y) and d>k(x; y) such that A j= d<k(a; b) i�d(a; b) < k, and similarly for dk and d>k. This meansthat bounded quanti�cation of the form 8x 2 Sk(~y)and 9x 2 Sk(~y) is expressible for every constant k. Ifevery quanti�er in a formula is of this form, where ~yare among its free variables, and k � r, we call theformula r-local.Theorem 2.1 (Gaifman [16]) Every �rst-order for-mula  (x1; : : : ; xn) is equivalent to a Boolean combina-tion of t-local formulae �(xi1 ; : : : ; xis) and sentences ofthe form(1) 9y1 : : : ym:( m̂i=1'(yi) ^ ^i;j�m;i6=j d>2r(yi; yj))where ' is r-local. Furthermore, r � 7qr( )�1, t �(7qr( )�1�1)=2, m � n+qr( ), and, if  is a sentence,only sentences (1) occur in the Boolean combination.2This theorem is a result about �rst-order logic on �nitestructures. To abstract the notion of being local andextend it to other logics, we introduce the followingde�nitions. For two vectors ~x and ~y of the same length,we write ~x �Ad ~y if NAd (~x) �= NAd (~y). Again, A isomitted if it is understood.De�nition 2.2 � A formula  (x1; : : : ; xm), isGaifman-local if there exists r > 0 such that, forevery A 2 STRUCT[�] and for every two m-aryvectors ~a, ~b of elements of A, ~a �r ~b impliesA j=  (~a) i� A j=  (~b). The minimum r forwhich this holds is called the locality rank of  ,and is denoted by lr( ).� A formula  (x1; : : : ; xm), is strongly Gaifman-local if there exists r > 0 such that, for every



these structures agree on sentences whose quanti�errank is determined by the size of those neighborhoods.The author and Wong [25] showed that if �rst-orderquery operates on graphs, then the number of di�er-ent in- and out-degrees in the output is below a boundgiven by the query and the maximal degree in the inputgraph. That is, if locally the input looks simple, thenso does the output of a �rst-order query. We calledthis the bounded degree property. It was generalized toqueries on arbitrary �nite structures by Dong, Wongand the author [10].At a more intuitive level, the weakness of �rst-orderlogic is often attributed to its inability to count (e.g,parity of cardinality is not de�nable), and lacking amechanism for doing recursion (e.g., transitive closureis not de�nable). Usually, the proofs of inexpressibil-ity of properties that involve recursive computationare harder than of those based on counting; and thetools we mentioned are typically applied to that classof problems.Looking at various examples of showing expressivitybounds, one can observe a certain di�culty of proofvs. di�culty of application tradeo�. While the charac-terization of logics via games was historically the �rstresults of this kind to be proved, it is often the hardesttechnique to apply. Hanf's technique seems to make lifeeasier: for example, it simpli�es the proof that connec-tivity is not monadic �11 [15] quite a lot, compared to[3], but sometimes the combinatorial argument is notcompletely trivial [7]. Proofs of applicability of Hanf'stechnique are usually not very hard, see [15, 13, 26, 27].Further down the road one has Gaifman's locality the-orem, whose proof is harder than that of Hanf's tech-nique, but which leads to simpler and cleaner inex-pressibility proofs (see [10]). However, no extension of�rst-order logic is known to satisfy an analog of Gaif-man's theorem. Finally, we have the bounded degreeproperty, whose proof is based on Gaifman's theorem,and which leads to particularly simple inexpressibilityproofs, cf. [10, 25]. Very recently, with considerableamount of e�ort, it was shown that the bounded de-gree property holds for certain queries in a �rst-orderrelational language extended with aggregate functions[10] (this language has substantial counting power).The goal of this paper is to study the relationship be-tween the general notions of locality, and show their ap-plications for proving various expressivity bounds. Infact, our results con�rm the intuition of the previousparagraph that certain notions of locality are harderthan others, but are easier to apply. Our results arenot limited to �rst-order logic only: they are shown to

be applicable to logics with counting and generalizedunary quanti�ers, as well as relational database querylanguages with aggregation.Organization and summary In Section 2, we in-troduce the notations and describe the basic notionsof locality. We start by reviewing Gaifman's theorem,and note that it leads to two notions, called Gaifman'slocality and strong Gaifman's locality. The result of[16] then says that �rst-order logic has both. We re-view the modi�cation of Hanf's technique [19] for the�nite case [15], and de�ne the notion of Hanf's localityproperty. We review the bounded degree property of[10, 25] which is implied by Gaifman's locality [10].In Section 3, we show that Hanf's locality impliesGaifman's locality and the bounded degree property.We use these results to derive expressivity boundsfor various logics; we also mention some applicationsin descriptive complexity. Section 3 begins with a\warm-up" direct proof that Hanf's locality implies thebounded degree property for graph queries.In Section 4, we show that strong Gaifman's localityimplies Hanf's locality. We do not yet know any ex-tension of �rst-order that has strong Gaifman's local-ity property, so the main implication of this result isa very simple and intuitive proof that �rst-order logichas Hanf's locality property.In Section 5, we deal with relational query languageswith aggregate functions. Traditional query languagesoften correspond to logical languages, and the equiv-alence of relational algebra and �rst-order logic is thebest known example of such correspondence [1]. How-ever, real query languages often use aggregates (for ex-ample, a query may ask for the total number of employ-ees in a department). Several attempts have been maderecently to analyze the expressive power of aggregation(see [9, 17, 25] and a survey [18]). In particular, [18]lists an open problem whether such a relational lan-guage with aggregate functions has the bounded de-gree property for purely relational queries. This wasproved very recently [10], but the proof is not com-pletely satisfactory, as it relies on syntactic propertiesof the language rather than its basic logical propertiesand, more importantly, cannot be extended to showthat such queries are local. Here we give a much sim-pli�ed proof that implies Gaifman's locality, not justthe bounded degree property. It is based on simulatingrelational queries in logic with counting.Complete proofs are given in the full version [23].



On the Forms of Locality over Finite ModelsLeonid LibkinBell Laboratories600 Mountain AvenueMurray Hill, NJ 07974, USAEmail: libkin@bell-labs.comAbstractMost proofs showing limitations of expressive powerof �rst-order logic rely on Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games.Playing the game often involves a nontrivial combina-torial argument, so it was proposed to �nd easier toolsfor proving expressivity bounds. Most of those knownfor �rst-order logic are based on its \locality", that isde�ned in di�erent ways. In this paper we characterizethe relationship between those notions of locality. Wenote that Gaifman's locality theorem gives rise to twonotions: one deals with sentences and one with openformulae. We prove that the former implies Hanf's no-tion of locality, which in turn implies Gaifman's localityfor open formulae. Each of these implies the boundeddegree property, which is one of the easiest tools forproving expressivity bounds. These results apply beyondthe �rst-order case. We use them to derive expressivitybounds for �rst-order logic with unary quanti�ers andcounting. Finally, we apply these results to relationaldatabase languages with aggregate functions, and provethat purely relational queries de�ned in such languagessatisfy Gaifman's notion of locality. From this we de-rive a number of expressivity bounds for languages withaggregates.1 IntroductionIt is well known that �rst-order logic has limitedexpressive power. Typically, inexpressibility proofsare based on either a compactness argument, orEhrenfeucht-Fraisse games. In recent years, expressivepower of logics over �nite models has been studied ex-tensively. This increased interest is mostly due to anumber of applications in computer science. For ex-ample, most database query languages have well known

logical counterparts: traditional relational calculus hasprecisely the power of �rst-order logic, the languageDatalog, with added negation and evaluated ination-ary, corresponds to the least-�xpoint logic, and thequery language with while loops is equivalent to thepartial-�xpoint logic, cf. [1]. Another area of applica-tion is descriptive complexity. It turns out that famil-iar logics capture complexity classes over the classes of(ordered) �nite structures, cf. [21, 12].Since compactness fails in the case of �nite models[12], to prove results about the limits of expressivenessof �rst-order logic, one has to use Ehrenfeucht-Fraissegames. Moreover, Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games are of-ten used as the basic step in other, more sophisticatedgames for di�erent logics, cf. [14]. For example, play-ing the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game is one of the steps inthe Ajtai-Fagin game for monadic �11 [3]. Since play-ing the game often involves an intricate combinatorialargument, it was suggested by Fagin, Stockmeyer andVardi in [15] to build a library of winning strategiesfor those games. Or, more generally, one would like tohave a collection of versatile and easily applicable toolsfor proving expressivity bounds of �rst-order logic.A number of results proving expressivity bounds ex-plain the nature of the limitations of �rst-order by say-ing that it can only express local properties. Intuitively,one cannot grasp the whole structure; instead, to an-swer a �rst-order query, one only looks at small por-tions of the input.Several proposals have been made to formalize the no-tion of locality. Gaifman [16] proved that every �rst-order formula is equivalent to a local one, in the sensethat only a small part of the input is relevant for eval-uating a query. Fagin, Stockmeyer and Vardi [15],modifying a result by Hanf [19] for the �nite case,proved that if a certain criterion relating the numbersof small neighborhoods in two structures holds, then


